An alternative database approach for management of SNOMED CT and improved patient data queries.
SNOMED CT is the international lingua franca of terminologies for human health. Based in Description Logics (DL), the terminology enables data queries that incorporate inferences between data elements, as well as, those relationships that are explicitly stated. However, the ontologic and polyhierarchical nature of the SNOMED CT concept model make it difficult to implement in its entirety within electronic health record systems that largely employ object oriented or relational database architectures. The result is a reduction of data richness, limitations of query capability and increased systems overhead. The hypothesis of this research was that a graph database (graph DB) architecture using SNOMED CT as the basis for the data model and subsequently modeling patient data upon the semantic core of SNOMED CT could exploit the full value of the terminology to enrich and support advanced data querying capability of patient data sets. The hypothesis was tested by instantiating a graph DB with the fully classified SNOMED CT concept model. The graph DB instance was tested for integrity by calculating the transitive closure table for the SNOMED CT hierarchy and comparing the results with transitive closure tables created using current, validated methods. The graph DB was then populated with 461,171 anonymized patient record fragments and over 2.1 million associated SNOMED CT clinical findings. Queries, including concept negation and disjunction, were then run against the graph database and an enterprise Oracle relational database (RDBMS) of the same patient data sets. The graph DB was then populated with laboratory data encoded using LOINC, as well as, medication data encoded with RxNorm and complex queries performed using LOINC, RxNorm and SNOMED CT to identify uniquely described patient populations. A graph database instance was successfully created for two international releases of SNOMED CT and two US SNOMED CT editions. Transitive closure tables and descriptive statistics generated using the graph database were identical to those using validated methods. Patient queries produced identical patient count results to the Oracle RDBMS with comparable times. Database queries involving defining attributes of SNOMED CT concepts were possible with the graph DB. The same queries could not be directly performed with the Oracle RDBMS representation of the patient data and required the creation and use of external terminology services. Further, queries of undefined depth were successful in identifying unknown relationships between patient cohorts. The results of this study supported the hypothesis that a patient database built upon and around the semantic model of SNOMED CT was possible. The model supported queries that leveraged all aspects of the SNOMED CT logical model to produce clinically relevant query results. Logical disjunction and negation queries were possible using the data model, as well as, queries that extended beyond the structural IS_A hierarchy of SNOMED CT to include queries that employed defining attribute-values of SNOMED CT concepts as search parameters. As medical terminologies, such as SNOMED CT, continue to expand, they will become more complex and model consistency will be more difficult to assure. Simultaneously, consumers of data will increasingly demand improvements to query functionality to accommodate additional granularity of clinical concepts without sacrificing speed. This new line of research provides an alternative approach to instantiating and querying patient data represented using advanced computable clinical terminologies.